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Tel. +32 2546-9263

DIRECTORATE IIT – INNOVATION AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Mr Michael LAMOUR
Director ad interim
Tel. +32 2546-8743
Fax +32 2546-9705

Mr Niall O’HIGGINS
Directeur adjoint ad interim
Tel. +32 2546-9668
Fax +32 2546-9769

SC.IIT.DIT - Digital Transformation
Ms Veronique BAGGE
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2456-8411

SC.IIT.DIS - Digital Solutions

Mr Tom VEKEMANS
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2282-2448

SC.IIT.DIP - Digital Platforms
Mr Niall O’HIGGINS
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2546-9668
Fax +32 2546-9769

DIRECTORATE OF LOGISTICS

Mr Paulo CAMPILHO
Director
Tel. +32 2546-9813

Mr Michael LAMOUR
Deputy Director
Tel. +32 2546-8743
Fax +32 2546-9705

Security and Safety

Mr Pierre-Alexis FERAL
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2282-2205

Infrastructure

Mr Patrick DE SCHRJVER
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2546-8665
Fax +32 2546-9080

Printing/Diffusion

Ms Annette ORTH
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2546-9967
Fax +32 2546-9705

DIRECTORATE OF TRANSLATION

Ms Ineta STRAUTINA
Director
Tel. +32 2546-8243
Fax +32 2546-8076

Ms Eleonora DI NICOLANTONIO
Directrice adjointe
Tel. +32 2546-9454

Translation Management

Mr Éric LAVIGNE
Head of unit
Tel. +32 2282-2032
Fax +32 25469076

Estonian Translation

Mr Aivar PAIDLA
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2546-8664
Fax +32 2546-9182

English and Irish Translation

Mr Conrad TOFT
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2546-9216

Greek and French Translation

Ms Florence MELAERTS
Head of unit
Tel. +32 2546-9184

Italian Translation

Ms Luisa CELINO
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2546-9584
Fax +32 2546-9186

Latvian and Lithuanian Translation

Mr Marius DASKUS
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2546-8914
Fax +32 2546-8639

Croatian and Hungarian translation unit

Mr Andras Laszlo EGYEDI
Head of unit
Tel. +32 2282-2463
Fax +32 2546-9021

Maltese and Slovenian Translation

Paul Anthony BUHAGIAR
Head of unit
Tel. +32 2546-8022

Polish Translation

Ms Joanna KADUCZAK
Head of unit
Tel. +32 2282-2360
Fax +32 2546-8226

Spanish, Portuguese and Romanian Translation

Ms Sónia ROCHA
Head of unit
Tel. +32 2282-2360
Fax +32 2546-8226

Danish-Finnish-Swedish translation

Ms Päivi SEPPÄNEN
Head of unit
Tel. +32 2546-9811

Bulgarian Translation

Ms Katia PANKOVA
Head of unit
Tel. +32 2282-2117
Fax +32 2546-8882

Czech-Slovak translation

Ms Markéta FRANKOVA
Head of unit
Tel. +32 2546-9742
Fax +32 2546-9196

German and Dutch Translation

Ms Katharina IVAN
Head of Unit
Tel. +32 2546-8425
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